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Miniaturization and utilization of low-dimensional structures of recent electronic 
devices have witnessed some new micro cooling methods which can fulfil the cooling 
demand for the electronic devices. Microchannel heat sink (MCHS) is one of the micro 
cooling method which appears as a promising method that can provide high heat 
transfer rate due to small hydraulic diameter. Furthermore, microchannel heat sink is 
easy to fabricate compare to other micro cooling methods. Due to fast development 
in electronic industry, hybrid microchannel heat sink with optimal design has received 
a great deal of attention in order to provide high heat transfer performance with 
acceptable pressure drop. However, most of the acceptable pressure drop has 
required high pumping power due high friction factor at high Reynold number in a 
proposed hybrid design. Therefore, the aim of this article to propose a new hybrid 
microchannel heat sink which can obtain the high heat transfer performance with 
minimal friction factor at low Reynold number by introducing optimum secondary 
channel geometry parameter in cavities-ribs microchannel heat sink. In this study, 
comparative analysis was conducted between proposed hybrid design with other 
related designs. Besides that, optimization of secondary channel geometry was 
conducted in order to achieve high heat transfer rate at low Reynold number. The 
comparative analysis revealed that secondary channel that connected between 
adjacent main channel increased the degree of flow mixing which contributed to the 
enhancement of heat transfer performance. Besides that, proposed hybrid design with 
optimum geometry parameter of secondary channel achieved the high overall 
performance at low Reynold number.  

Keywords:  
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 Introduction 

 
Over the past decade, the investigation of fluid flow and heat transfer characteristic induced by 

natural convection on thermal performance becomes a most interesting topic in a cooling system. 
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The effectiveness of the cooling system in such application is very important to keep the temperature 
of a structure or electronic device from exceeding limits imposed by needs of safety and efficiency. 
In recent years, rapid growth in the electronic industry has witnessed a new generation high 
performing dense chip packages in many modern electronic devices. However, the development of 
more compact electronic devices that will operate at high power density causes the thermal 
management of electronic devices becomes a very critical issue in the electronics industry due to lack 
of efficient technique to remove heat from the devices [1]. 

During the past 30 years, many methods have been proposed in open literature in order to 
improve overall performance of microchannel heatsink. Generally, the methods can be categorized 
into two groups, active method and passive method. Most of researcher has widely used the passive 
method due to its low cost and absence of moving part compared to active method [2]. All of the 
studies reviewed in open literature demonstrates the heat transfer performance could be enhanced 
by using single technique of passive method [3]. However, pressure drop issue become the main 
constrain in the innovation of microchannel heatsink. Nowadays, many researchers have used 
multiple technique of passive method in single phase flow for enhancement of microchannel 
performance. In 2013, L. Gong et al. [4] has analysed the performance of microchannel structured by 
dimple and wavy shape. They revealed that the presence of the dimple structure in wavy channel 
could enhanced the heat transfer performance and not apparently increase the flow resistance. Li et 
al. [5] has presented a numerical study to investigate the combined effect of ribs and cavities on fluid 
flow and heat transfer characteristic in hybrid design MCHS. The analysis shows the design has 
obtained the optimum PF of 1.62 at Re = 500 with the friction factor ratio of 2.8 – 3.0. This 
characteristic is very important because the higher friction factor will require the higher pumping 
power due pressure drop produced by MCHS. After a year, Li and his research team [6] again study 
the performance of hybrid design with different geometry shape of cavities and ribs. The analysis 
shows all designs in their study obtained PF less than 1.45 for all Reynold number. In 2017, Srivastava 
and his research team [7] try to investigate the combined effect of ribs and cavities in convergent-
divergent hybrid microchannel. The result shows the hybrid design obtained the lower thermal 
resistance compare to hybrid design of rectangular channel with ribs and cavities. Pressure drop 
produced by the convergent-divergent hybrid microchannel is around around 7500 kPa – 10000 kPa 
for Re number of 400 to 500. Ghani et al. [8] studied the combined effect of ribs and secondary 
channels on hydrothermal performance in hybrid MCHS. The hybrid design obtained the PF of 1.9 – 
2.0 with the friction factor of 6.0 – 7.0. 

Most of hybrid designs presented in open literature shows the optimum overall performance of 
MCHS was obtained at high Re number which has consumed high pumping power. Hence, research 
gap existed since there has no researcher that study about the optimum overall performance 
enhancement at low Re number which contributes to less pumping power consumption. The novelty 
of this research to propose a new potential hybrid design which can provide high heat transfer rate 
with low pumping power consumption. The objective of this research is to find the optimum 
geometry parameter of secondary channel in hybrid design microchannel heat sink which can provide 
high heat transfer rate with low pumping power consumption. In this study, the effectiveness of 
secondary channel geometry on the performance of hybrid microchannel heat sink and pumping 
power consumption are numerically studied by comparing the fluid flow and heat transfer 
characteristic in each enhanced microchannel heat sink designs. In present study, we extend our 
previous work [9] by optimizing the secondary channels geometry parameter in current design (TC-
RR-SC MCHS) in order to enhance the overall performance of the MCHS at low Re number which 
contributes to the low pumping power consumption. Besides that, all analyses are extended to the 
wide range of Re number in order to find the optimum performance that can be achieved. 
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Comparative analysis between proposed design (TC-RR-SC MCHS) with related geometry such as CR 
MCHS, CR-RR MCHS, TC MCHS and TC-RR MCHS was conducted in order to analyse the performance 
enhancement that obtained by proposed design. 
 

 Methodology 
 

Generally, current study is conducted by two different approaches, namely, numerical and 
experimental study. Numerical study is conducted to find the range of parameter that suitable for 
experimental study. Besides that, optimum geometry parameter also will be decided in this 
numerical study before the fabrication process of microchannel heat sink is conducted. 

 
2.1. Numerical Approach 

 
In the current research, a systematic numerical investigation (as shown in Figure 1) of hybrid 

design with secondary channel geometry is conducted at design analysis stage in order to analyse the 
effect of secondary channel geometry on hydrothermal performance. For the design development 
stage, CATIA software is used to design microchannel geometry that related with this research such 
as microchannel with conventional rectangular (CR), microchannel with rectangular rib (CR-RR), 
microchannel with triangular cavity (TC), microchannel with rectangular rib and triangle cavity (TC-
RR), and microchannel with rectangular rib, triangular cavity and secondary channel (TC-RR-SC). In 
order to capture the fluid flow and heat transfer characteristic in three-dimensional model, FLUENT 
17.0 is used to solve continuity equation, Navier–Stokes equation and energy equation. Pressure–
velocity coupling is performed by finite volumes with the SIMPLEC algorithm. Results that obtained 
from simulation are compared with previous study result and theoretical formula. The acceptable 
error for this model is less than 10% as agreed by former researchers for simulation analysis [10-12]. 
After the comparative analysis is completed, another analysis is conducted at optimization process 
stage in order to find the optimum geometry parameter so as the maximum thermal performance 
can be obtained. 
 
2.1.1. Design description 
 

All designs in present study are made by copper material and consist of several microchannels. 
Generally, there have two methods which frequently adopted in numerical analysis, namely, 
computational domain of microchannel heat sink with single channel and computational domain of 
microchannel heat sink with single wall. These two methods have been adopted by many former 
research in order to save computational cost and time. In present study, single wall method is utilized 
in the numerical analysis. The computational domain for reference design, single passive technique 
design and hybrid passive technique design are shown in Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. 
The detail of parameter that illustrated in those figure is presented in Table 1.  

 
2.1.2. Numerical analysis 
2.1.2.1. Governing equation 
 

In order to study the effect of secondary channel geometry on fluid flow and heat transfer 
characteristic, three dimensional numerical model is investigated according to the following 
assumptions: 
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a) Fluid flow can be assumed as continuum due to the Knudsen number (Kn) is less than (10-3). 
So, Navier-stroke equation and non-slip boundary condition are applicable. 

b) Fluid flow and heat transfer are in steady-state 
c) The fluid is incompressible and Newtonian. 
d) The flow is laminar 
e) Thermophysical properties is constant 
f) Viscous dissipation and gravitational are neglected 
g) Radiation heat transfer is neglected. 
h)  

 

 
Fig. 1. Flow chart of methodology 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. Reference design (CR MCHS) 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3. Single passive technique design (a) CR-RR MCHS (b) TC MCHS 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4. Hybrid passive technique design (a) TC-RR MCHS (b) TC-RR-SC MCHS 
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Table 1 

Geometry parameter description 

Parameter Value 

Lt  10000 µm 

Wt  200 µm 

Ht  350 µm 

Hc  200 µm 

Wc  100 µm 

Lr  60 µm 

Wr  30 µm 

La  400 µm 

1L  60 µm 

2L  140 µm 

3L  200 µm 

4L  10 µm, 25 µm, 40 µm 

Wtc  112 µm 

Wsc  20 µm, 30 µm, 40 µm, 50 µm 

Asc  15o, 30O, 45o, 60o 

 
 
These assumptions are applied on governing equations, namely, mass conservation, momentum 

and energy for convective heat transfer. Those equations are simplified and rewrite as follows: 
 
Continuity equation:  
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Where vu,  and  w  are the velocity components in x, y and z-directions respectively. 

 
Momentum equations: 
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Where f  and f  are the density and dynamic viscosity of the working fluid, respectively, and p  

is the pressure of the fluid. 
 
Energy equation for the fluid 
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Where  fT  is the fluid’s temperature, Pfc  is fluid specific heat and  fk  is fluid thermal conductivity. 

 
Energy equation for the solid region: 
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where  sT  is solid temperature and sk is solid thermal conductivity.  

 
2.1.2.2. Boundary condition 
 

Boundary condition of hydrodynamic and thermal for all related designs in the present study are 
set as shown in Table 2. At the inlet of microchannel, the temperature of fluid is set to 300 K with 
uniform velocity for all designs. For the outlet condition, the pressure is set to atmospheric pressure 
(1 atm). A constant heat flux of 100 W/cm2 is applied to the bottom of heat sink. At the fluid-solid 
interface, no-slip and no penetration are assumed. 
 
2.1.2.3. Grid independence test 
 

This test is conducted in order to find the optimum mesh structure which can provides an 
accurate result in lower time cost. In this study, a meshing process for all related designs are 
generated by ICEM software where the structured mesh is applied in all zones with similar grid size. 
To ensure the quality of mesh structure, the minimum orthogonal quality of grid is controlled around 
0.6 while the maximum skewness of grid around 0.5. Finite volume method is utilized to discretize 
the governing equation. The SIMPLEC algorithm was adopted to accomplish the pressure-velocity 
coupling. At the same time, the second order upwind scheme is used for convective term and second 
order central difference scheme is applied for diffusion term. Furthermore, convergence criterions 
are set to be less than 10-6 for continuity and less than 10-9 for energy. 

In order to find the optimum mesh structure, finer grids are generated first and analysed in ANSYS 
FLUENT with the highest Re number in this study which is 800. The results that obtained from the 
analysis are validated with correlations that produced by former researchers. If the relative error for 
selected parameters are less than 10% [10-12], means that, the grids are finest enough to generate 
an accurate result. The number of element for the finest grids is selected as a reference value for a 
grid independence test. The relative error is calculated according to following equation: 
 

100%
1

12 



J

JJ
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                                                                   (7) 
 
where ( J ) represents selected parameters, namely, local nusselt number, average friction factor, 

pressure drop and, temperature different between inlet and outlet. 1J  is represents the value of 
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selected parameters which acquired from the finest grids, whereas 2J  represents the value of 

selected parameters obtained from other grids that more coarser than the finest grids. 
 

Table 2 

Boundary condition of thermal and hydrodynamic 

Boundary Location Condition 

Hydrodynamic 

At the fluid-solid interface 

No-slip and no penetration 

 0 wvu  
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2.1.2.4. Analytic techniques 
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In order to analyse the effect of each geometry design on hydro-thermal performance of MCHS, 
comparative analysis between CR-RR, TC, TC-RR and TC-RR-SC is conducted. Performance Evaluation 
Criteria (PEC) for all designs are measured based on the comparison with the corresponding straight 
rectangular channel (CR-design). Characteristic of thermal performance, hydrodynamic performance 
and overall performance are obtained by Nusselt number ratio and friction factor ratio. Overall 
performance for each design is obtained by performance factor, Pf  that can be expressed as Nusselt 

number ratio over friction factor ratio to the power of one third. If the value of Pf  is greater than 1, 

it means that the geometry design has the great thermal performance and dominates the drawback 
of pressure drop issue that generated in channels. The condition is vice versa for the value of Pf  is 

lower than 1. The equation of   can be written as: 
 

  31

o

o

ff

NuNu
Pf   (4) 

 
Besides that, the augmentation entropy generation number will be used as performance 

indicator in order to analyse the enhanced performance of each geometry based on the reduction of 
flow and heat transfer irreversibility. The augmentation entropy generation number can be written 
as: 
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Where ogenS ,



 is refer to total entropy generation rate of reference design (CR-MCHS). All 

microchannel design that has entropy generation number less than unity, it can be assumed as 
enhanced design and thus can help to reduce the flow and heat transfer irreversibility. The enhanced 
design is described as has a better thermal performance from the view of second law of 
thermodynamics. These performance indicators will be analysed in excel 2016. 
 
2.1.2.5. Plan for interpreting results 

 
At the early stage of analysis, the simulation model is validated with theoretical data and previous 

study. This validation is to ensure the error of simulation model in acceptable range (less than 10%). 
Performance factor and augmentation entropy generation number are used as indicator to analyse 
the performance enhancement in enhanced microchannel heat sink. In order to understand the 
phenomena and mechanism behind the performance that obtained by the enhanced MCHS, 
following analysis is conducted: 

 
a) Characteristic of velocity distribution profile 
b) Characteristic of pressure distribution profile 
c) Characteristic of temperature distribution profile 
d) Bottom temperature distribution profile 
e) Surface-to-volume ratio analysis 

 
All the illustration will be presented by Tecplot 360 EX. 
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2.2. Experimental approach 
 

After completing the numerical study, proposed design with optimum geometry parameter is 
fabricated. All independent variable parameters are set based on the studied parameter from 
numerical analysis. The heat flux at the bottom of the microchannel is set to 100 W/cm2. Distilled 
water is used as a coolant in this experiment. The microchannel heat sink is fabricated by copper. 
This approach is conducted in order to verify numerical model of proposed design. The details of test 
rig and specification of apparatus that used in the present study are described in next section. 
 
2.2.1. Test rig 
 

There have six main parts in the test rig, namely, top cover, manifold, copper block, base, 
cartridge heater and cartridge heater holder. The top cover is used as insulation to prevent heat 
dissipate from the top of microchannel heat sink. In order to meet this requirement, material with 
low thermal conductivity such as transparent polycarbonate (Lexan) is used in top cover fabrication. 
For manifold, design and material selection is very important to ensure the manifold can maintain 
the flow distribution between each channels and has a minimum effect on the fluid flow 
characteristic. In present study, the manifold is made by Acetal (Polyoxymethylene (POM)) which 
highly recommended in fabrication of high precision part due to have a high stiffness, low friction 
and dimensional stability. The manifold is attached by inlet port, outlet port and 5 thermocouples 
holder. The inlet and outlet port are used to guide a fluid to enter and leave manifold. The 
thermocouples are used to measure the temperature of microchannel heat sink and fluid 
temperature at the inlet and outlet of microchannel heat sink. 

Copper block is designed by 3 main section, namely, upper section, middle section and lower 
section. The proposed design of microchannel heat sink is machined on the top surface of upper 
section by CNC Micromachining. At the middle section, there has a plate which used as a holder 
between copper block body and manifold. While at the lower section, 4 holes are drilled across a 
middle section to upper section. Four cartridge heaters (OMEGA-HDC00024-250W-240V) are placed 
in those holes in order to supply a heat flux on the bottom of microchannel heat sink. The cartridge 
heaters are held up transversely to a cartridge heater holder which also made by Acetal. In order to 
prevent a heat flux dissipate from the copper block, base that used as connecter between manifold 
and cartridge heater holder is made by Acetal. 
 
2.2.2. Apparatus 
 

Table 3 shows the list of apparatus which used in the experiment set up as illustrated in Figure 5. 
Three main instruments, namely, thermocouple, pressure transducer and flow meter, that used for 
measurement is calibrated first before they can be used in data collection process.  
 

Table 3 

Apparatus specification 

Apparatus Model Specification 

Water Distillation 
unit 

Favorit W4L 

Power supply: 

 220-240V 

 50/60Hz 

 Single phase 
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Water Supply Requirement: 

 1 litre/min (Min pressure 3 p.s.i) (0.2 x 105 NM-2) 

Distillate output: 

 4 litres per hour, single distilled 

Adjustable Pump 

Peristaltic Pump: 

 FPU500 

Pump Motor: 

 FPU5-MT-220 

Peristaltic Pump: 

 Flow Rate: 0.5~2280 mL/Min 

 Response Time: 400 msec 

Pump Motor: 

 Maximum Back Pressure: 20 psi 

 Tube Wall: 1.5 mm (1/16") 

 Fluid Temperature Range: -46~ 149°C 

Filter Swagelok-SS-4TF-LE Pore size: 15 micron 

Flowmeter OMEGA- FLR1010 

Flow Range: 

 100 to 1000 mL/min 

Max Pressure Drop: 

 6 psi 

Thermocouple TJ40-CPSS-040G 

Type: 

 T 

Sheath material: 

 304 SS 

Sheath diameter: 

 1mm 

Upper temperature: 

 260oC 

Data logger LR8431-20 
Power Sources: 

 100 to 240 V AC, 50/60 Hz using AC Adapter Z1005 

Pressure 
transducer 

OMEGA-MMDWU030 
USBHK3ME0T8A6CE 

Transducer Type: 

 Differential Wet/Wet Unidirectional 

Range: 

 200 kPa 

Accuracy: 

 +/-0.08% 

Regulated DC 
power supply 

APS3005DM 

Input: 

 220V±10% 50Hz 

Output: 

 Voltage: 0~30V regulable 

 Current: 0~5A regulable 

Cartridge heaters 
OMEGA-HDC00024W-
240V 

Sheath Length: 

 38.1 mm 

Power: 

 250 watts 

 49 watt/cm2 

Voltage: 

 240V 

 
 
2.2.3. Procedure 
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Figure 6 shows the actual experiment set up in this study. This experiment consists of three main 

process such as preparation of distilled water, heating process and fluid flowing process. In 
preparation of distilled water, water distillation unit (Favorit 4L) is used to prepare the 40 littre 
distilled water. Heating process is the process to applied heat flux on the bottom of microchannel 
heat sink.  The heat energy is generated by four cartridge heaters (HDC00024W-240V). The 
temperature changes of fluid and microchannel walls are measured by five thermocouples type-T 
that connected to a manifold. Two thermocouples are used to measure the fluid temperature at inlet 
and outlet of microchannel heat sink while three thermocouples are used to measure walls 
temperature of microchannel heat sink at three different locations. In fluid flowing process, 
Peristaltic pump and flow meter are used to control volume flow rate in microchannel heat sink while 
filter of 15 microns is used to prevent any particle that may clog the fluid flow in microchannel heat 
sink. Pressure different between inlet and outlet of microchannel that produced when the fluid flow 
through microchannel is measured by pressure transducer (MMDWU030USBHK3ME0T8A6CE). The 
pressure transducer can measure a water pressure up to 200 kPa. 

All the process is started with the preparation on 40 littre distilled water. Next, inlet tube is 
connected to Peristaltic pump, filter of 15 microns and flow meter in series arrangement as shown in 
Figure 6 before it connected to inlet manifold. After that, the outlet of manifold is directly connected 
to water collected tank by clear tube. Five thermocouples and pressure transducer are connected to 
manifold body and the inlet-outlet of manifold, respectively. Pump motor is switched on and desired 
volume flow rate is set before run the experiment. After the desired volume flow rate is obtained, 
the cartridge heater is switched on. The temperature changes of fluid and channel walls that 
measured by thermocouples are monitored from data logger. All the temperature and pressure that 
measured by thermocouple and pressure transducer are collected after both parameters reach 
steady state condition. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Schematic diagram 
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Fig. 6. Experiment set up 

 
 

 Result and discussion 
 

Overall performance for each design is obtained by performance factor, Pf  that can be 

expressed as Nusselt number ratio over friction factor ratio to the power of one third. If the value of 
Pf  is greater than 1, it means that the geometry design has a great thermal performance and can 

dominates the penalty of pressure drop issue that produced in channel. The condition is vice versa 
for the value of Pf  is lower than 1. Figure 7 Shows the variation of performance factor with Reynold 

number for different geometry structure. It can be seen that CR-RR has the better performance than 
TC design for the Reynold number lower than 160 due to flow interruption by ribs. However, the 
performance that achieved by CR-RR has been predominated by TC at the Reynold number higher 
than 160. Although the Nusselt number ratio of CR-RR is higher than TC, pressure drop that increases 
with velocity in CR-RR has degraded the overall performance of CR-RR design.  

In general, at the low Reynold number (Re < 150), overall performance of TC-RR is the highest 
compared to other design. However, the presence of secondary channel in TC-RR-SC that has similar 
design with TC-RR (for ribs and cavities) has shown a superior performance for 150 ≤ Re ≤ 800. The 
maximum value of Pf  for TC-RR-SC is 1.67 at 700 ≤ Re ≤ 800, while the maximum value for TC is 1.58 

at Re = 800. Pf  value for TC-RR has slightly increased and persist to its maximum value of 1.36 at Re 

= 150 then reduce to 1.03 at Re = 800. Unfortunately, the performance of CR-RR has reduced as 
Reynold number increases. 
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Fig. 7. Variation of Performance factor with Reynold number for different 
geometry structure 

 
 Conclusion 

 
In present study, the effectiveness of secondary channel geometry in hybrid microchannel heat 

sink is investigated systematically in order to find the optimum geometry parameter of secondary 
channel that can provide the highest heat transfer rate at low Re number which can contributes to 
less pumping power consumption. This study reveals that, by introducing secondary channel, overall 
performance of microchannel heat sink can achieve the higher heat transfer rate in the wide range 
of Re number. The secondary channel geometry that attached between adjacent channel has 
increased the degree of flow mixing and thus improve a heat transfer coefficient which contributes 
to the enhancement of heat transfer performance. After all analyses are completed, experiment 
analysis will be started.  
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